Pbincebs Louise, who is president of the "Victoria Hospital for Children at Chelsea, in which she has for so many years taken an active interest, has recently added to many previous gifts that of some Lift up, then, the hands that hang down, and the feeble knees ! God gives us more days still?gives them surely that they may be redeemed, not that they may follow their predecessors into the dark ravine of unreclaimed opportunities. If He lightens our darkness once again, a fresh dawn to-morrow will suffuse itself over tha face of nature. . . Why should it not be a dawn of spiritual life, and hope, and energy in thy heart?a dawn which shall shine more and more unto that perfect day, the day of consummated holiness and endless enjoyment??"Thoughts on Personal Religion," Dean Ooulburn.
Wbere to (Bo. Knowledge.) . From the title of the work the casual reader migb'-imagine that he was taking up a novel or a romance, and although this would not exactly be the case, as far as interest is concerned, it is not so far off the truth as might bo expected. The subject dealt with is purely scientific, but the story of bacteria as told by Mr. Frankland is quite as enthralling and far more interesting than the majority of novels which cover the railway bookstalls. The book is divided into seven sections, the first of which deals with the general description of bacteria and their habits. The crucial question, whether bacteria are animals or vegetables is, however, studiously avoided. The next section treats of bacteria in air, and the third of those in water.
In the fourth section the use of bacteria in the economy of nature is duly emphasised, and the question of the fermenta tion of alcoholic beverages fully described. The uses of bacteria in furthering the growth of both animals and vegetables is also pointed out. The part that bacteria play in the causation of disease will be of special interest to readers of The Hospital, and the last chapter is of no little importance, inasmuch as it deals with the destructive influence of light on the growth of micro-organisms, and hence in the prevention of disease. If even a few of the intelligent public can follow the simple reasoning of this chapter, the object of the Society in publishing this work will have been more than gained.
